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Circuits Review 

1. 	 What is meant by a complete circuit? "" 4-0 ~e ¥ - T... rf" .'1\.4IVj 
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2. 	 Find the missing quantities in each of the following: 

a) Potential difference is 120 V and the current is 25 A, what is the resistance? 
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b) R =30 n and the battery supplies 1.5 V, What it the current? 
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c) If a 6 A current flows through a circuit with 100 n resistance, what is the potential 

difference across the circuit? 
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3. 	 a) Would you be hurt if you fell from a building but arrested you fall by catching hold of just 

one high voltage power line? 	Explain your answer. 1 I I' \ 
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b) Would it make a difference if the line sagged until your feet touched the ground? Explain 


your answer. Yes D/IIC E q toUIlo\c\... ~ yb~ ~"~ aV 
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~ 	Is the current from the outlets in your home AC or DC? Ac. 

.. 	lQ In the circuits in you home who supplies the electrons that vibrate in your wires, you or 
the power company? 

-. Who supplies the energy that sets the electrons vibrating? 

6. 	 a) What type of current is supplied by batteries such as those found in your car or a Qc.. 
flashlight? \ 
b) What are some possible sources of voltage? POW'ot,.. SCJ()P \y Qq, ~tr, ) Sc, o.r 
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c) What causes charges to move through a conductor? 

PO~~\..:Q. \ c\~ .{,.!ef~~ 
d) What are the app.ropriat1-~nits for voltage, current, resistance and power? 
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7. 	 Find the missing quantities in each of the following: 
a) What would the current be through a 102 W bulb that operated on a 120 v source? 

n -;..'I" 
r \C>!:. : o.BS"b) What is the power rating for a television that operates on 120 V at 5A? 

\1.0 AP-:.. 1:'1':. \'toeS) -:: 600 W 
c) What is the voltage across a 70 W light bulb that has a current of 2 A? I 
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8. 	 What are the rules for a series circuit? 

9. 	 What are the rules for a parallel circuit? 

11. 	Are the appliances in you home wired in parallel or series? How do you know? 
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12. 	Why are fuses usually placed in a series between the power sup~y and a parallel circuit? 
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13. 	For the following questions assume all the resistors have the same resistance 
In the following circuits: 
a) Which bulb in each circuit would have the most current? 
b) Which circuit has the largest total resistance? A 
c) Which circuit has the largest total current? C. 
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